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European country and I think the advantage will be on
|	his side and still more as to general intelligence and
^	morals—taking them as a mass. Yet I should be very far
i*,	from tenacious of these opinions, for I have learnt every
year of my life more and more to distrust the results of
I	observations made, as travellers nine times out of ten
,	make them. I am surprised at what you tell me of the
'	expenses of living in France. Mrs. Cruger, to whom I
(	mentioned before she left us, some of your opinions on
|	these points, told me she had very different accounts from
|	others and that she expected to find a very favourable
j;	change since she had left France—but, for some reason
|	or other, she was anxious to go and then you know how
•	prone the human mind is to make every thing bend to
f	the favorite object.—If economy was the object, I fear
|	from what you say that she will be mistaken. Miss De
Lancey is married to Mr. McAdam. We have been sur-
•	prised at not having heard the news from Mr. McAdam
•f	himself. From what I know of Mr. McAdam I should
\	say that she had every prospect of being happy with him,
for I never knew a kinder or better husband than he
;	made to his former wife, who, I fancy, on more than one
•	point, tried his patience a great deal. We are so deeply
\	plunged into party squabbles about the presidential ques-
1	tion that everything else seems of less importance. Both
\                   parties boast of their chances of success. The Jackson
men are the louder and most positive I think—but I
;	believe the result is really, yet, quite uncertain. I, who
(	care much less about that question than most of my
.	friends and neighbors, am infinitely more interested about
|	the chances of war in Europe. Our latest accounts seem to
!	make, at least, war almost unavoidable. I sincerely hope
»	any spark of it may be quenched before it blazes out.

